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Mike 
Thomas

This is a Roman cavalryman, dressed 
for the Hippika gymnasia (cavalry 
training games). He doesn't carry a 
spear but a padded stick. The idea was 
that one 'team' would gallop by the 
other team, throwing the padded 
javelins as they raced past. Points were 
given for 'hits'. Great fun!



Rick Sanders
1240 Russian warriors [two photos of two figures each], 

30mm flats, painted in oils, produced in 1988 by 

Russian Historical Miniatures of St. Petersburg. Three 

of four still in progress.

1380 Russian warriors [one photo of three figures], 

30mm flats, painted in oils, produced in 1989 by 

Russian Historical Miniatures of St. Petersburg. Two on 

left still in progress.

1600 Russian standard bearer, 8th "Timofi Poltev" 

Strelzi (musketeer) Regiment, 30mm flat, painted in 

oils, produced by H. Tappert.



Rick Sanders
1600 Turkish light cavalryman, 30mm flats, painted in oils, 

produced by Sixtus Maier, engraved by Ludwig Frank. [both sides]

Only the standard bearer, the Turkish cavalryman and the 

1240 Russian with the purple shield are done.

And of course, Old St. Nick!



Jim Richey
Pony Soldier's Lt. W.W. Cooke, US 7th Cavalry 1876 

All Acrylics 

This is from the Red Lancer Auction



Michael Pierce
Almost done, several views of the Hitler 
Youth project based on the Osprey Print, 
the new Bucks of MA next to the original, 
and the Volksturm based on Osprey Print



Robert Huettner
Currently working on Meng’s M4A376w in 1/35 scale. The 

2 figures seen come with it- am waiting on a couple of more 
figures to come in and make a small diorama.

Also getting ready to start on Lily Litvyak- a female Russian 
pilot in WW2. Bust by Red Pilot. Doing this on commission.



Tim Stormer
Freya’s Dollhouse. Sandy did the window trim; I did the rest of 

painting [Freya loves PINK]; I did all housebody construction; 

furniture is both kit-assembled and a few store-bought.  The 

Roof shingles were glued one-at-a-time. This will be a “Play-

Toy”; so, I minimized “super-detailing of fragile items".



Brian Ford
All Lassets of Sovereign Figures in Oils



Brian Ford



Burt Thompson
WWII SAS Jeep and figures. 1:35th scale.  Trees scratch built 

as well as terrain.  Focus of this project was to combine water 

with palms and desert terrain.  Also, a break from doing just 

figures.  Blocked in base colors on figures, now time for the 

painting.  I consider terrain and jeep complete, all that 

remains is painting figures and mounting everything to base, 

blending and touch ups



Burt Thompson
WWII Russian Jeep and figures.  1:48 scale.  Still working on the jeep and figures, there are two figures, driver and 

officer passenger.  Other than the final touch ups to the tree, some highlights and blending, the base is done.  This 

was a fun little project as I do not do a lot of 1:48 scale subjects.  I wanted to work on a diorama with color, trees, 

terrain and a building with stressed, weathered wood.



David Hoffman Alexander and Foot Compannion, Battle of Issus.  Pegaso

90mm.  



James Pratt

I sculpted and painted a figure!!



Merry Christmas!


